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London, 3rd May 2011 
 

     It was a dream to see a play by Shakespeare at the Globe Theatre in London. I eventually got 

tickets to see Hamlet and told some English friends how happy I was. They remembered the last time 

they had seen the play :  “In the interval we overheard one lady say to another „I wonder how it will 

end !‟. We hadn‟t imagined there would be anyone in the audience who didn‟t know the ending and in a 

way we envied her for not knowing !”. I did know the ending of course, but it did not mar the pleasure 

it gave me to watch it at the Globe last week. 
 

     Dominic Dromgoole‟s production is an abridged version which tours locations in the UK and Europe 

before ending, fittingly, at Elsinore in July. It is quite an achievement to see a handful of actors play 

up to five roles each. Apart from Joshua Mc Guire who plays an energetic, quick-witted and somewhat 

bratty Hamlet, the seven other actors play twenty-six characters ! 
 

     It can be confusing at times, especially when Claudius, who is also the ghost, plays the player king 

too in the play-within-the-play. This is acted like a burlesque dumb show, which is really entertaining, 

although it is a pity the king and the queen who are supposed to be watching it are obviously not on 

stage. 
 

     There are very few props and the scenery is minimal : a scaffold with loose planks and wooden 

stools which are constantly rearranged to make up new locations. The actors themselves whip away 

the props and visibly remain seated at the back of the stage between scenes. They dress on stage 

and alternately wear plain street clothes and simple costumes in shades of brown and beige. 
 

     This performance is an amazing feat for the actors who not only take on a variety of roles but all 

play a musical instrument - and there are a lot of very pleasant musical interludes. 
 

     The pace of the production is quite fast : two hours and forty minutes for a play that usually 

exceeds three hours. I did admire the people who watched the play standing in the pit for that 

length of time. It was quite moving to be in this outdoor theatre and, apart from the noise of 

occasional planes in the sky, we could almost believe it was 1611 instead of 2011 ! 

 

 


